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Bryan Cranston and Aaron Paul | With Mark Davis/Getty Images Breaking Bad scheduled to arrive in less than a month, you'll have just enough time to schedule a binge-watching session to catch up with the entire series again. Now all you have to do is figure out where and how to look at it. Fans have been delighted ever since the
rumours finally turned out to be true. El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie is released exclusively on Netflix on October 11, 2019. The trailer confirmed fan theories that the film would focus on Jesse Pinkman and what happened after he escaped the Nazi zone in the series finale. There's no word on whether Walter White will be there. Is he
preparing for a mental recap of the five seasons of the Emmy Award-winning Breaking Bad show? You're not the only one. That's how you look. Reconnect with Walter White on Netflix Anyone who wants to see Breaking Bad must join the rest of the world and buy a monthly Netflix subscription. The massively popular streaming service is
the only one to show the movie on the day of release, although it's possible that the show's original network will show El Camino later. As long as you subscribe to Breaking Bad, you might as well spend some time looking at everything that came before the dramatic final scene of the series. All five seasons of Breaking Bad are streamable
as part of your Netflix subscription. Watch Heisenberg rise and fall on AMC Premiere Anti-Netflix? Maybe the AMC premiere is more your speed. You can follow Breaking Bad with this subscription service that offers exclusive AMC content, including every episode of Breaking Bad and Better Call Saul, a spinoff show that follows criminal
attorney Saul Goodman. One great feature for AMC Premiere is that the fourth season of Better Call Saul isn't yet available on Netflix, so if you want to show your ultimate commitment to the Breaking Bad universe, this is the best option to watch both shows before the movie is announced. Buy individual episodes of 'Breaking Bad' on
Amazon Not everyone needs – or wants to – see every episode of Breaking Bad again. If you'd rather buy episodes of a la carte and just watch your favorites again, Amazon is a great place to do so. Buy what you want and leave the rest behind. Don't you have time? Try the 'El Camino' supercut We get it, you're busy, and not everyone
has 62 hours to dedicate themselves to re-watching every episode of Breaking Bad. If you just want to see a quick highlight reel that gets you into the el Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie vibe, check out the new 3-minute super-cut of the show's dramatic scenes. While details of the film's plot have so far been kept secret, fans are already
speculating on a few small details has been seen released so far. While we don't know exactly what breaking bad brings, there's one thing we can all agree on: it's going to be epic. ELLE Decor needs more than a tearful monologue to broaden our desire for drama. When it comes to movies, décor can often give a more memorable
performance than actors. We couldn't tell you what The Favourite (2018) was all about, but the boy was worth the price of entering the rooms at that palace. Remember Barry Lyndon (1975), a three-hour episode of Stanley Kubrick (pictured above) starring the gorgeous Marisa Berenson and the fabulously wooden Ryan O'Neal? If you do,
it's because of the impossibly beautiful Rococo evening scenes, which are lit only by candlelight. Sometimes, for a movie to be great, all you need is good looks. To do this, we asked eight decorators of ELLE Decor A-List for their picks from the best-designed films of all time. Read the inspiration for what to watch next. NEW MAGAZINE
(1971)It's a forgotten treasure directed by Mike Nichols, on set coordinated by the late D.D. Ryan. She was Diana Vreeland's photo editor at Harper's Bazaar and a great influence and mentor to me. When I first watched this movie, I learned that traditional furniture can be fully updated and refreshed in style. It was the arrival of
modernism, where there was suddenly confusion between traditional and modern subjects. For example, you'll see a Georgian sideboard next to an antique Chinese chair next to a Morris Louis painting. This film was a great barometer of change and had a huge impact on my work as a designer. But I beg you to watch it tonight for all the
humor. —Jeffrey Bilhuber This content is imported from YouTube. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find more information on their website. MARIE ANTOINETTE (2006)I recently had the opportunity to return to this modern classic directed by Sofia Coppola when she and Anna Sui hosted a viewing at the
Museum of Art and Design in January. Then I was reminded how beautiful Versailles is. The film, which has K.K. Barrett's production design, takes place in private apartments, offering a glimpse of the human scale on which Marie Antoinette and Louis XVI lived, compared to what we know as the huge official public rooms of the palace
main part. Costumes and sets are overly luxurious, but it is Coppola's interpretation of 21st-century fashion and music that makes the whole film so incredibly modern. —Brian J. McCarthy This content is imported from YouTube. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find more information on their website.
SOMETHING'S GOTTA GIVE (2003)This Nancy Meyers-directed classic starring Diane Keaton and Jack is still one of my favorite movies of all time because of a background designed by Jon Hutman. Keaton's home in the Hamptons, with a double ceiling in a large room and a huge white kitchen on a big island, looks so realistic. That's
exactly what I'd expect from a very successful divorced woman - a New York playwright in the late '50s - as a beach house. The house is elegant but slightly formal and harsh, which seems to reflect his personality. —Sheila Bridges This content is imported from YouTube. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find
more information on their website. I AM LOVE (2009)Luca Guadagnano's beautiful film was shot in Milan against the backdrop of villa Necchi Campiglio's exquisly interior. How can you go wrong? But the film isn't just a buoy of brilliant visuals, it's a real drama about underlearned complexity, gorgeous tilda Swinton in the lead role. If you're
looking for the perfect escape from the stresses of the world – rich at all levels – this is the flag. — Beth Martin This content is imported from YouTube. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find more information on their website. AUNTIE MAME (1958)Everyone should have Aunt Mame, the most flamboyant
superior nurse in Hollywood history. Come to Rosalind Russell's show, but stay in the ever-changing interiors of her Beekman Place Manhattan duplex. I love watching time pass as Mame's interior evolves, reflecting her own evolution. They are fantastic and bold and a constant source of inspiration. —Leyden Lewis This content is
imported from YouTube. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find more information on their website. NOCTURNAL ANIMALS (2016)For the most beautifully designed film, this Tom Ford movie takes the cake. Although the story has many different places, I was particularly attracted to the scenes of Amy Adams'
flamboyantly stylish modern house in the Hollywood Hills, as well as her very cool minimalist art gallery. What really resonates is how Adams, typically preppy 'good girl', took on the persona of Ford's torturous heroine, which changed from the clothes and make-up she designed for her. — Ellie Cullman This content is imported from
YouTube. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find more information on their website. FANNY AND ALEXANDER (1982)Ingmar Bergman's epic drama takes place in three magnificent houses in Uppsala, Sweden, at the turn of the 20th century. I am drawn to the ecdahl family's stunning period colours and antique
Victorian furniture, as well as art nouveau style Jacob's house. Each setting is stunning, created with great attention to detail, which led to an unsurped Oscar win for art director Anna Asp. I find ming mingly returning to Fanny and Alexander again and again for inspiration and transport to the past! – Juan Montoya This content is imported
from YouTube. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find more information on their website. SKYFALL (2012)One of the most action- filling James Bond films also happens to be a design inspiration for me. Where do I start? I enjoyed the look of the MI6 office, its harsh limestone setting with a graphic horizontal
and vertical strip reminiscent of a Piet Mondrian painting. The only curved lines are in the Interstuhl Silver high-backed chair. M's residence is filled with warm light, traditional British furnishings and raised mill details. I can imagine curling up on his couch. The scenes in Macau are also striking. Can we talk about that wild Shanghai casino
with the entrance through the dragon's mouth? Great! – Joy Moyler This content is imported from YouTube. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find more information on their website. This content is created and maintained by a third party and will be imported to this page so that users can provide their email
address. You may find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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